
Gloworm’s Run 
11th March 2014 
Springston Pub & Hotel 
  
There are many Firsts to this hash night for me; to name a few … 
  
This is my first time in Christchurch. 
First time I ran with Garden City Hash 
First time I get asked to write a run report or the garbage overseas! 
  
So the run started from Springston Hotel. By special arrangement we had to pre ordered out food; unfortunately for me Orful told me 
that all the food on the menu were lousy so I ended up without ordering and ended up eating half a piece of fish off Labrat’s plate. 
  
I am pleased I took the short cut, especially when it was a drive in a van with at least 8 other walks; only 2 ran the first part of this 
hash. Most of the rest of us walk and in the case of Oxfarm and myself:" we strolled” 
  
The scenery was great except that it is like one big post card; it looked the same for miles.  It was at least 45minutes before Oxfarm 
and I saw the rest of the pack. We were so far behind (because Oxfarm has to pee) Gloworm had to drive the van to pick us up. 
  
The pissed stop was at someone’s workshop which was and more like a feast; thanks to the hares for arranging this ! 
  
So, there were like 12 of us in the back of the van and Daggy decided we should have the  circle or fine circle in a van! Many down 
downs later, I cannot remember them all except I had more then three we arrived at Springston pub and Hotel for the on-on. 
  
All in all, it was a great experience for me! It was a good hash night, thank you hares; thank you Garden City HHH and thanks for 
reading this garbage! 
  
Deep Throat 
On on ! 
 

  
 

 


